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Abstract

The cross section for large p jet production for transverse momentum 10Fp F20 GeVrc and rapidity 1.6FhF2.6 int t
Ž .p–N p–‘air’ interactions is studied from the analysis of multicore Extensive Air Showers recorded in the EAS–TOP

calorimeter. The projectiles are the leading particles interacting at atmospheric depths between 250 and 480 cmy2, the CMS
'energy of interaction being s f500 GeV. The slope of the p distribution agrees with the expected one from the p–pt

collider data at the same CMS energy. The measured jet production cross section in p–N interactions with respect to p–p
jet jet aŽ . Ž . Ž .interactions is dsrdp s dsrdp PA with as1.56"0.07 for As14.7 average mass number of ‘air’ nuclei .t pN t pp

Such value is compatible within the experimental uncertainties with the one obtained in p–nucleus accelerator measure-
'ments at s ,30 GeV in the same range of transverse momentum and rapidity. No indication of increase of a with energy,

i.e. of the entity of the ‘Cronin effect’, is found. q 1999 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Jet production has been studied at colliders in
' w xp–p interactions up to s ,630 GeV 1,2 and

' w xs ,1.8 TeV 3 , and in p–nucleus interactions in
' w xfixed target experiments up to s ,30 GeV 4,5 .

Ž .In Extensive Air Shower EAS experiments, mul-
Žticore events i.e. events with multiple structure in

.the e.m. component near the axis have been ob-
w xserved since ’60’s 6–10 and their interpretation as

due to jet production has lead to first information on
w xproduction cross sections 10 . The consistency of

the observations in different cosmic rays experiments
w xhas been recently discussed in 11,12 . In the case of

multicore EAS, jets are essentially produced by the
leading particle interactions with ‘air’ target nuclei at

Žintermediate altitudes in the atmosphere zf6–12
'. Žkm above sea level at typical energies s f 300–

.1000 GeV. Such experiments allow thus the exten-
sion of p–nucleus accelerator data and the direct
comparison with p–p collider measurements.

In the present paper we report the measurement of
'the jet production cross section at s f500 GeV for

10Fp F20 GeVrc and pseudo-rapidity 1.6FhFt

2.6. The result leads to the measurement of a

Ž jet jet a .dsrdp s dsrdp P A for A s 14.7Ž . Ž .t tp N p p
Ž .average mass number of the ‘air’ target nuclei
which is compared with existing p–nucleus data at
fixed target experiments.

From the point of view of cosmic rays physics,
the effect can be relevant for experiments exploiting
the high energy component in the core region to
draw informations on the cosmic ray primary com-
position.

2. The experiment

The measurement is performed at the EAS–TOP
w x Žarray 13,14 Campo Imperatore, 2005 m a.s.l., Na-

.tional Gran Sasso Laboratories . EAS core investiga-
w xtions are performed by means of its calorimeter 15 .

ŽEAS data, i.e. shower sizes total number of charged
.particles, N and arrival directions, are obtainede

w xfrom the electromagnetic detector 16 .
The EAS–TOP calorimeter is a parallelepiped of

dimensions 12=12=3 m3 and consists of 9 identi-

cal planes. Each active plane is made of two layers
of streamer tubes for muon tracking and a layer of

Ž 2quasi proportional tubes 3=3 cm section, 12 m
.length for hadron calorimetry, separated by 13 cm

thick iron absorbers, for a total depth xs818 g
cmy2 , i.e. x ,6.2 nuclear mean free paths. Thel

read-out of the quasi proportional tubes is performed
Žby induction through a matrix of 840 pads 40=38

2 .cm placed on top of each level for a total area of
2 Ž .128 m . The active layers of the upper plane 9th

are unshielded and operate as a fine grain detector of
the electromagnetic component of EAS cores. The
ADC outputs are converted to the equivalent particle
numbers by using single particle responses obtained
in ad hoc calibration runs and linearity data.

A model of the response of the quasi propor-
tional chambers to large particle densities has been
developed and checked through on site measure-
ments and a test at CERN facilities with a 50 GeV
eq beam. Such model has been included into a
simulation of hadronic cascades initiated in the at-

Ž w x.mosphere CORSIKA-HDPM code, 17 and propa-
Ž w x.gated through the calorimeter GEANT code, 18 to

study their absorption properties and the energy de-
termination.

The beam test allowed to check the measured
response fluctuation of individual pads as a function
of the recorded particle number N:

2 2s b
2sa q 1Ž .ž /N N

with as0.16 and bs2.15.
Ž 2 .Eight 80=80 cm scintillator counters, identi-

cal to the ones of the EAS–TOP e.m. detector are
Ž .located above the 9th plane: 4 internal P arei

placed at about 3 m from the calorimeter center and
Ž .4 external M outside the module structure at itsi

corners. They are used to select contained EAS
cores.

The detector layout is shown in Fig. 1.
The e.m. detector is made of 35 scintillator mod-

ules, 10 m2 each, distributed over an area A f105
eff

m2, separated by df20 m in the region near the
calorimeter and df80 m in the outside area. From
the sample of the particle densities at the different
positions and the time of flight between the detec-
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Ž . Ž .Fig. 1. Layout of the EAS–TOP calorimeter: a frame, iron absorbers, layer chamber structure and vertical walls; b 9th plane, top view,
including the M and P scintillators.i i

tors, the core location, the slope of the lateral distri-
Ž . Ž .bution function l.d.f. , the shower size N and thee

Ž . ŽEAS arrival direction u ,f are obtained see details
.in the following .

3. Data selection

3.1. EAS analysis

In the present analysis only Extensive Air Show-
ers which triggered both the electromagnetic and
hadronic detectors have been considered.

The data acquisition of the whole e.m. array is
Ženabled by any fourfold coincidence Dts350 ns,

. Žratef20 Hz of 4 nearby modules threshold 0.3
.m.i.p. per module .

The full read-out of the hadron detector is trig-
gered by the fourfold coincidence of the P scintilla-i

Ž .tors 1 m.i.p. threshold and the condition of at least
200 particles on the uppermost proportional layer of

Ž .the calorimeter ratef1.2 Hz .
Data recorded by the two detectors are time corre-

Ž < < .lated off-line Dt -10 ms .
EAS with core hitting the calorimeter are first

Žselected with scintillators M , P , with recordedi i
M i Pi.numbers of particles N and N using the follow-

ing condition:

4
M iNÝ

is1Rs F1 2Ž .4
PiNÝ

is1
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Fig. 2. A single core EAS: the reconstructed lateral distribution function and the core region as observed by the upper unshielded layer of
the calorimeter are shown.

The shower size and core location are reconstructed
through a fit to the NKG theoretical particle distribu-
tion 2 of the recorded particle densities in the upper

Ž .level with pad recorded particle numbers N , thei, j

M and P scintillators and the e.m. counters of thei i

array. Events with core located inside a fiducial area
of 8=8 m2 centered on the calorimeter and with
zenith angle uF350 are selected for further analysis.

For shower size N G105 the reconstruction effi-e
DNeciency is eG95%, the resolution F15% and theNe

2 Ne r rsy4.5 sy2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .r r s c s 1 q : Nishimura-Kamata-2Ž .r r r0 0 0

Greisen theoretical lateral distribution function for electrons for
Ž . w xshower size N and slope s r s100 m 19 .e 0

accuracy on the arrival direction measurement s fu

0.58; in 70% of events the fitted core position is
found at distance dF70 cm from the pad with
maximum recorded particle density. It must be
pointed out that, even in presence of substructures,
the fitted main core location is usually positioned in
the vicinity of the maximum recorded particle den-
sity; i. e. the presence of the substructure does not
displace the core location which is determined by a
very large number of symmetrical measurements. A
typical single core event is shown in Fig. 2 together
with the reconstructed l.d.f.

The present analysis includes data recorded be-
tween December 1995 and February 1998: 5322
events in the size range 105.26 FN F105.60, i.e.e
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Fig. 3. A multicore EAS: the reconstructed lateral distribution function of the main shower and the central region are shown.

primary energy 3 between 500 and 1000 TeV for
primary protons.

3.2. Multicore eÕents selection

Multicore events are selected from the analysis of
the e.m. component recorded on the uppermost layer
of the calorimeter. First, each event is fully recon-
structed, as previously described, to get shower size
Ž . Ž .N , core location, arrival direction and slope s ofe

Ž .lateral distribution function see Fig. 3 . These data

3 Ž . Ž .The shower size N to energy E conversion used is:e 0
Ž . bE TeV s aPN with a s0.0084 and b s0.903, obtained by0 e

Ž w x.means of a simulation CORSIKA-HDPM 17 for primary pro-
w xtons 20 .

provide the expected average number of particles
ŽN and the corresponding fluctuation followingi, j

Ž . Ž .. Ž .expression 1 : s N on each i, j pad of thei, j i, j

unshielded layer. Then by applying a cluster algo-
rithm to the matrix of the quantities:

N X
i , j XS s N sN yN 3Ž .ž /i , j i , j i , j i , j

s Nž /i , j i , j

subcore structures in the e.m. component are ex-
Ž .tracted. For each i, j point of the matrix having

S G5, the quantity QsÝ S is calculated byi, j Ž i, j. i, j

summing over all the pads included inside a radius
Ž .ranging from 0.4 to 2.0 m 0.4 m step . The cluster

with maximum Q value is chosen and its position is
defined as the barycenter of its N X quantities. Thei, j

distance r of the structure from the main core is thus
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Ž .Fig. 4. Distribution of Q values see text for selected clusters in
Ž .real data full line and in simulated single core showers including

Ž .experimental fluctuations dashed line .

obtained. The accuracy on the subcore position de-
termination is Drf40 cm. A cut on distance, rG1.5
m, has been applied to cut off possible contributions
to the substructure due to fluctuations of the main
core pads. The typical number of pads involved in
the subcore is n f20.p

The contribution of false clusters, due to the
fluctuations of the pad responses in single core events
and recognized by the algorithm, has been evaluated
by means of a simulation. The NKG l.d.f. is used,
since it represents a good fit to standard showers also
in the vicinity of the core; fluctuations following

Ž .expression 1 are included. The experimental and
simulated distributions of the quantity Q for each
detected structure are shown in Fig. 4. The two
distributions coincide for Q-20, dominated by fluc-
tuations effects, while a cut QG20 selects physical
events.

3.3. Energy and production height determinations

For the energy and production height determina-
tions of each subcore, the quantities:

20
XP s N 4Ž .Ý9 i , j

Ž .i , j

Žat the uppermost level i.e. the electromagnetic con-
.tent and

8 20
XS s N 5Ž .Ý Ý8 i , j ,k

ks1 Ž .i , j

Ž X Ž ..N defined for each layer k as in expression 3i, j
Žintegrated over the 8 internal layers i.e. the hadronic

.and high energy e.m. contents , are used. The sum
involves the 20 most significant pads inside the
structure within 1 m from the subcore position on the
uppermost plane and, for internal ones, from its
projected position following the EAS direction. For
internal layers N is obtained from the pads at thei, j

same distance r from the main core, not belonging
to the subcore structure.

The resulting scatter plot P –S for physical9 8

events is shown in Fig. 5. The same plot is shown in
Fig. 6 for simulated primary proton showers of
different energies initiated at the top and at different
atmospheric depths ranging between 6000 and 11000
m a.s.l.. From the comparison of Figs. 5 and 6 it
results that the pattern of the selected subcore struc-
tures falls in the region characterized by intermediate
starting levels in the atmosphere. Top events are
excluded since they should have a much higher
hadronic content for the same electromagnetic size

Ž .Fig. 5. Scatter plot of cluster patterns P ,S of the detected9 8

secondary structures in 130 multicore EAS.
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Ž .Fig. 6. Scatter plot of cluster patterns P ,S , showing the9 8

difference between showers initiated at the top and at lower
atmospheric levels.

Žand it must be pointed out that the patterns of the
P –S parameters for the main shower cores agree9 8

with the expectations for showers initiated at the
.top . This proves that the subcores are produced by

interactions in the cascade development in the atmo-
sphere occurring at altitudes zf9000 m above sea
level.

The subcore primary energy is assigned by using
the P measurement:9

E TeV saPP b 6Ž . Ž .s 9

with as0.69"0.05 and bs0.64"0.01, obtained
through the quoted simulation assuming the shower
at its maximum development.

ŽThe estimated error on energy measurement also
.obtained from the simulation is DE rE s42%.s s

Moreover the ratio RsP rS is sensitive to the9 8

starting point in the atmosphere and, to less extent,
to the subcore energy, as shown in Fig. 7. The
production height is obtained from the experimental

Ž . Žvalues of R and E TeV with uncertainty Dzrzss
.27% using the expression:

z m sC P log E qC P log R qC 7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 s 2 3

Ž .Fig. 7. Behaviour of ratio Rs P rS see text with the produc-9 8

tion height in the energy range 30F E F35 TeV.s

where C s9.1"0.9, C s1850"40 and C s1 2 3

12840"280 m. Events with production height 6000
FzF11000 m a.s.l., i.e. 250FxF480 gcmy2 for
vertical incidence, are considered. In Fig. 8 the
distributions of energy E , production height z ands

distance r from shower axis of the detected subcores
are shown.

Ž .Fig. 8. Distributions of the reconstructed energies a , production
Ž . Ž .heights b , distances from main core c of the detected subcores.
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4. The jet analysis

For energy determination, the jet fragmentation
w x2 has been taken into account by means of a
simulation of jets produced at the reconstructed alti-
tudes: a fraction e ,86% of the jet energy isE

expected to be inside the detected subcore structure.
Such efficiency has been introduced in the final
energy evaluation.

Ž Ž .The subcore detection efficiency e N , E ,r ,d e s
.shown in Fig. 9 has been calculated by simulating

showers of energy E , at distance r from the mains

core, averaging over the distributions of production
heights and shower sizes for 105.26 FN F105.60. Ae

cut on distance rG3 m and subcore energy E G15s

TeV is performed in order to select a region with
Ž .reconstruction efficiency e N , E ,r G5%.d e s

In the quoted size range, 64 subcores have been
selected. The transverse momentum for each of them
has been obtained using expression:

E Prsmeasp s 8Ž .t
e PhE

where hszy2005 m is the production height above
the observation level. The obtained pmeas values aret

in the range 10–30 GeVrc. From the uncertainties

Fig. 9. Efficiency of subcore detection as a function of energy
Ž . Ž .E and distance from main core axis r for a given shower size.s

in the measurements of E ,r and h, as obtained froms

the quoted simulation, we get as error in pmeas:t

Dpmeasrpmeas f50% 9Ž .t t

Ž .At intermediate interaction levels see Fig. 8b the
projectiles contributing to high energy events can be

w xassociated, as first suggested in 8,10 , to the leading
particles inside the showers. In fact, the leading

Ž .particles dominate 10:1 over the secondaries in
1000 TeV showers for energies large enough to
produce cascades with the energy distribution of Fig.

Ž .8a i.e. E )15 TeV . The leading particle spectrums

has been derived from the cosmic ray primary spec-
trum by scaling the corresponding energy to the
mean production depth of subcores, with the attenua-
tion length Ls100 gcmy2 :

X
yE sE Pe 10Ž .Ll .p . 0

At the mean production height zf9000 m a.s.l., i.e.
y2 Ž .atmospheric depth Xf270 gcm see Fig. 8b the

leading particle energy, averaged over the primary
spectrum in the range 500–1000 TeV here analysed,

'is E f125 TeV corresponding to s f500 GeVl.p.
Žfor p–p interactions. Such results are in agreement

with the expectation obtained from full simulations
.based on the CORSIKA code .

The uncertainty on the attenuation length L:

DLrLf10% 11Ž .
reflects in an uncertainty on E :l.p.

DE rE f26% 12Ž .l .p . l .p .

The scanned rapidity interval has been obtained by
means of a geometrical simulation of the detector
acceptance for subcore detection as a function of the
production height h and distance from the main
shower rG3 m. The resulting efficiency, for detect-
ing pseudo-rapidity h, is:

e h saqbPh 13Ž . Ž .R

where asy2.74"0.13 and bs0.401"0.016.
The accepted region of pseudo-rapidity 7.8FhF

8.8, i.e. 1.6Fh F2.6 in the CMS of the interac-c.m.
Ž .tion, corresponds to values of e h exceeding 40%.R

5. Results

The rate of large pmeas events per shower ist

obtained by applying to each of the n events ofbin
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Fig. 10. Measured p rate in multicore EAS compared with thet

expected one from p – p collider cross section data.

Ž meas meas meas.bin p , p qDp the detection efficiencyt t t
iŽ . i Ž .e N , E ,r and the geometrical acceptance e h :d e s R

nbin1 1
measf p s 14Ž .Ž . Ýt i iN e PeE AS d Ris1

The reported uncertainty in the measurement of
Ž .transverse momentum 9 , together with the steep-

meas Ž Ž meas.ness of the slope of the p distribution f pt t
Ž meas.yd .A p introduces a systematic overestimatet

of the transverse momentum, so that

pmeas s 1.35"0.05 Pp 15Ž . Ž .t t

Žfor ds6.04"0.56 obtained from the fit to the
. measexperimental data, see Fig. 10 . The individual pt

Ž .values have therefore been shifted by factor 15 .
The obtained p distribution is shown in Fig. 10.t

In the same figure, the p rate per shower, calcu-t

lated from the collider cross section data dsrdp 4
t

in the same rapidity interval, assuming as target
nuclei single protons, is shown. The values have

4 Ed 3s yn Ž .The invariant cross section used is: s p f x with3 t tdp

Ž .m1y x tŽ . Žf x sC , ns4.74"0.06, ms6.54"0.15, Cs 8.3"t
2xt

y2 9 2 ny2 '. w x0.4 P10 cm GeV and x s2 p r s 1 .t t

been calculated by means of the following integra-
tion:

dNp qD pt tp qD pt tN s dpHp tt ž /dpp tt p p

ds Np qD p 480 At t ² :s dp dx 16Ž .H H u , Et 0dp Ap 250 tt

Žwith N s Avogadro number, As14.7 averageA
.mass number of ‘air’ nuclei target , xs atmospheric

dsy2w x ² :depth gcm and :u , Edp 0t

ds
² :u , E0dpt

'ds sŽ .0.6 1000 ygŽ . Ž .cos u sin u du E dE PH H 0 0 ž /dp0 500 t p p
s

0.6 1000 ygŽ . Ž .cos u sin u du E dEH H 0 0
0 500

17Ž .

w xwith us arrival zenith angle of the shower rad ,
w xE s cosmic ray primary energy TeV and0

' ' Ž . Ž .s s s E , x,u following expression 10 .0

Also included in Fig. 10 are the statistical and
systematic errors, i.e.:
Ø concerning the calculation, the uncertainties of

Žthe experimental collider data and of L by intro-
Ž . Ž ..ducing uncertainty 12 in expression 16 ;

Ø concerning the experimental data, the main sys-
Ž .tematic error f18% which is due to the uncer-

Ž .tainty in correction 15 .
Ž . ydThe slopes of the two distributions, f p Ap ,t t

with ds6.16"0.09 for the calculated one for p–p
interactions, and ds6.04"0.56 for the experimen-
tal one for p–N interactions, are in agreement inside
the experimental errors. This shows that the p de-t

pendencies of p–p and p–N jet production cross
sections dsrdp are compatible.Ž .t

The gap in the absolute rates reflects the differ-
ence between p–p and p–N cross sections.

jet jetŽ . Ž .The ratio Rs dsrdp r dsrdp is con-t pN t p p

stant versus the transverse momentum and is on
average: Rs60.4"12.9.

By representing such gap following the usual
expression:

jet jet adsrdp s dsrdp PAŽ . Ž .pN p pt t
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Fig. 11. Present measurement of the exponent index a
jet jet aŽŽ . Ž . .ds rdp s ds rdp PA compared with the existingt p N t p p

data at fixed target experiments. The dashed box indicates, in the
range 10F p F20 GeVrc, the mean value of a with its uncer-t

tainty.

Žwith As14.7 mean atomic number of ‘air’ nuclei
.target the value:

as1.56"0.07

is obtained.
Such value is compared with existing fixed target

Ž w x.accelerator data Al and Pb targets 21–23 in Fig.
11. The measured values of a agree in the same
range of transverse momentum and pseudo-rapidity,

Ž . jetshowing that no change in the dsrdp rt pN
jetŽ .dsrdp ratio of jet production cross sectionst p p ' 'occurs between s ,30 GeV and s ,500 GeV.

6. Conclusions

The dsrdp jet cross section for high p jetŽ .t tpN 'production at primary energy s f500 GeV, 10Fpt

F20 GeVrc and rapidity 1.6FhF2.6 is measured
by means of multicore Extensive Air Showers
recorded by the EAS–TOP detector in p–air interac-

Ž .tions As14.7 .

The slopes of the p distributions of p–p andt

p–N jet production cross sections are compatible at
10% level.

The obtained value of the exponent index a in
jet jet athe expression dsrdp s dsrdp PA isŽ . Ž .t tpN p p

as1.56"0.07. Such value agrees with the one
obtained in fixed target accelerator experiments at
's f30 GeV.

It is shown that no change of the value of a

' 'occurs between s f30 GeV and s f500 GeV.
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